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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a novel approach based on analogy and tree-structure to reordering the translation fragments at run-time.

This method is inspired from example-based machine translation (EBMT). It does not require any syntax information in target side

and examples are extracted on demand in the stage of preprocessing. During decoding, the translate-engine employs the examples to

translate the input and to reorder the output on-the-fly. Our experiments show that it achieved a reasonable result on the translation tasks

of English-Japanese and Chinese-Japanese .

1. Introduction

There are many cases in which the natural translation of

one language into another results in a very different form

than the original (Dorr, 1993), e.g., kusuri wo nonda (in

Japanese, to drink) is usually translated as I took medicine

(in English) and wo chiguo yao le (in Chinese, to take).

The verb nonda is translated into took and chiguo le. The

underlying translation unit, usually called phrase, is not

easy to handle in the languages with very different orders

and prevents the derivation of generalizations from training

corpora.

Although Phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation

(PB-SMT) is considered as the state-of-the-art, when trans-

lating, it may overlook useful linguistic information con-

tained in training data. Moreover, the reordering model,

which is contained in SMT systems, increases the com-

plexity of the mathematical model of decoding. It also has

been mentioned (Isozaki et al., 2010) that SMT could not

outperform rule-based translation for language pairs with

highly different word orders.

Since language translation is burdened with so many

decisions that are hard to formalize, it may be better to

learn how to translate from the past translation examples

(Cicekli and Güvenir, 2001). This is the basic idea of

Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT). EBMT is

not newborn, a rich diversity of models can be found since

it has been proposed. To cite a few, Lepage and Denoual,

2005) present the pure string-based EBMT with no ad-

ditional information; Langlais and Gotti, 2006) explore

the potential of using ”tree-phrase” model to combine the

source-language treelet with target language phrase. (Liu

et al., 2006) propose a translation model based on tree-to-

string alignment template (TAT) which describes the align-

ment between a source parse tree and a target string. This

topic still needs further exploration.

Given a set of sentences in the source language (from

which one is translating) and their corresponding trans-

lations in the target language, EBMT systems use those

examples to translate other similar source-language sen-

tences into the target language. The basic premise is that,

if a previously translated sentence occurs again, the same

translation is likely to be correct again. Moreover, corpus-

based machine translation systems should prefer longer

units because they naturally convey local context and lo-

cal reordering.

With respect to machine translation divergences (Dorr,

1993) and data-driven MT (Dolan et al., 2002) , in this

paper, we propose a hybrid machine translation approach

(analogy-based EBMT, aka ABMT), which borrows ideas

from EBMT and SMT and takes the advantages of both

them. Our ABMT system will appear to easy understand

to those familiar with Syntax-based MT and EBMT sys-

tems at the same time. Like all EBMT systems, ABMT

performs dynamic matching against the training corpus at

runtime (i.e., on-the-fly), rather than pre-producing a static

phrase table in advance. Moreover, we equip it with an

analogy solver: our system will be able to handle the dis-

tinct structure mappings and reorder the words on-line.

During the decoding phase, it relies on the structure of the

syntactic tree of the source sentence, dynamically and re-

cursively implements a variant of chart parsing.

The main part of this article is devoted to describing

the components of decoding, with particular emphasis on

those which are unique to ABMT and depart from com-

mon practice in data-driven MT systems. We discuss some

basic notions and related work in Section 2. We present

how to translate using analogy in decoding in Section 3..

In section 4., we describe our experiments, and discuss our

conclusions and future work in section 5..

2. Translation using analogy

2.1. The principle

Given a new sentence to translate, an EBMT engine

first looks for the sentence in the memory. If the sentence

is found in the memory, the translation engine just outputs

its translation without any further computation. This is the

most felicitous case. However, most sentences do not al-

ready exist in the training data.

(Lepage and Denoual, 2005) proposed that computa-

tion should be carried out using the principle of corre-
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en-ja zh-ja

train

lines 329,874 618,184

words 11.5M 11.9M 18.3M 21.9M

mean 26.21 27.07 27.44 32.74

± std.dev 19.27 19.79 14.02 16.26

tune

lines 500 500

words 13.9K 15.6K 14.2K 16.2K

mean 27.92 31.36 28.33 32.32

± std.dev 21.83 24.78 16.20 18.05

test

lines 200 200

words 3.2K 3.6K 5.6K 6.2K

mean 16.35 18.16 28.04 31.15

± std.dev 14.69 17.87 31.15 16.67

Table 3: Statistics on the parallel corpus used in experi-

ments

generation, we employ beam search to expand a hypothe-

sis in a beam from left to right. Here we only take inverse

lexical weighting and direct lexical weighting into consid-

eration and add the new hypothesis to the corresponding

beam monotonically as h1(·).

h1(e) = log[φ(e|f)λjφ′(e|f)
λk ] (2)

For the second case, when combining two entries in

the chart as a monotonic process, cube pruning (Chiang,

2007) is used to adjust the trade-off between search speed

and translation accuracy. If i is the index of the last word in

e1 and j is the index of the start word in e2, the following

heuristic is used for combination:

h2(e1, e2) = h(e1)+h(e2)+PLM (e1[i−1, i], e2[j, j+1])
(3)

At each node, this reranks the translation candidates and

imposes two restrictions in pruning: histogram pruning

and threshold pruning, to reduce the search space.

4. Experiment results

In order to evaluate our system, we conducted transla-

tion experiments on two language pairs: English-Japanese

(en-ja) and Chinese-Japanese (zh-ja). For en-ja, we evalu-

ated on the KFTT1 and compared our system with a base-

line system. For zh-ja, we used parallel scientific paper

excerpts from the ASPEC2 corpus and compared against a

similar baseline system. Table 3 summarizes some statis-

tics on the experiment data. To translate a source sentence,

we employ a parser to produce a parse tree. The Berke-

ley Parser (Petrov et al., 2006) is used to parse the text.

The source side of the corpus is stored in a suffix-array

using the DC3 / skew algorithm proposed by (Kärkkäinen

and Sanders, 2003). The language model storage of tar-

get language uses the implementation in KenLM (Heafield,

2011). For tuning, the optimal weights for each feature are

estimated using the minimum error rate training (MERT)

algorithm (Och, 2003) and parameter optimization with Z-

MERT (Zaidan, 2009).

1http://www.phontron.com/kftt/
2http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ASPEC/

Method Acceptable Smoothing Near-natural

ABMT 49% 32% 58%

MOSES 53% 35% 55%

Table 4: Human evaluation for 100 samples from the sub-

task of zh-ja translation.

To assess the contribution of the analogy in decod-

ing, we propose to compare two systems: our analogy-

based machine translation (ABMT) and a system built us-

ing Moses. The two baseline systems for the two lan-

guage pairs are based on the open-source GIZA++/Moses

pipeline without the reordering models (setting the features

weights as 0 when decoding).

The first system is trained using the KFTT parallel cor-

pus. The second one is trained on the ASPEC-JC. For

Japanese, the segmentation tool used is kytea3. GIZA++

(Och and Ney, 2003) is used to generate word alignments.

An analysis of human evaluation is shown in Table 4 and a

series of automatic metrics are listed in Table 6. Though in

BLEU, ABMT is behind both in en-ja and zh-ja, in human

evaluation, there is not too much difference.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a hierarchical tree-to-string

model for analogy-based machine translation which can be

seen as a compromise between SMT and EBMT. With the

help of syntax tree structure, our model learns rules auto-

matically using analogy from the extracted examples. It

searches for the best derivation with a heuristic function.

Our model employs syntax for decoding directly. We in-

vestigated the distribution of examples usable in the de-

coding for building a hybrid MT system. We also con-

ducted experiments on two language pairs. To our disap-

pointment, even though we tried to catch up with the most

state-of-art MT system MOSES, the results still lie behind.

The advantages of our system, which is an EBMT system,

should be seen when the sentences in the test set are more

similar to the sentences in the training set. There is a posi-

tive feature that the decoder in our system is much simpler

than that in MOSES, because the ordering stage is accom-

plished by comparing the input with examples and learning

the order of words. Further efforts and experiments will

be put and conducted in the future so as to investigate the

issue of tree binarization to reduce the complexity in the

decoding and to improve the tuning method in the future.
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Step Action Example (B) A C,D Chart Table

0 s [.] [.], [.] S ← ∅
1 c [explained] [.], [.] S ∪ [100000]
2 s [the] [.], [.]
3 s [contents] [.], [.]
4 c [the contents] [.], [.] S ∪ [011000]
5 c [of] [.], [.] S ∪ [000100]
6 s [the] [.], [.]
7 s [treaty] [.], [.]
8 c [the treaty] [.], [.] S ∪ [000011]
8⋆ a the law [the treaty] [law], [treaty] S ∪ [000011]
9 s [of the treaty] [.], [.]
10 a the contents of this page [ the contents of the treaty] [this page], [the treaty] S ∪ [001111]
11 a explained the situation [ explained the [the situation],

contents of the treaty] [the contents of the treaty] S ∪ [111111]

Table 5: Simulation of bottom-up translation process for the derivation of a long phrase: explains the contents of the treaty

in Figure 2. Actions: s, scan; a, analogy; c, copy translation from phrase table. The column of [] gives the position of source

words the entry covers. ⋆ means that there are multi-operations in this step.
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